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On today’s menu
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Assessing speaking: challenges

Practical activities to develop the skills
our students need
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Assessing speaking: challenges



Assessing speaking: challenges
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Productive skill.

Deciding what to assess (Pron? Content? Vocab? 
Functions?) and what weight to give different areas.

Including tasks that show us whether candiates can 
perform the functions we expect in a set time and 
eliciting language that truly represents the candidates
ability.

Scoring the exam reliably and validly. 



What do we mean by functions? 
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Speaking ‘skills’: Bygate (1987)



How do we communicate to students
what is expected of them? 
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Have a look at examiner
feedback…
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“The interaction would be more effective if they
linked their contributions more closely to what
their partner said.”

“The test taker does not initiate discourse and 
only responds to the interlocutor”

“There is an over-dependence on the examiner
to keep the interaction going. There is little, if
any, initiation of interaction.” 
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“The interaction would be more effective if they
linked their contributions more closely to what
their partner said.”

“The test taker does not initiate discourse and 
only responds to the interlocutor”

“There is an over-dependence on the examiner
to keep the interaction going. There is little, if
any, initiation of interaction.” 

Make a 
Do’s and 
Don’ts list



Show them what success looks 
like
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Practical idea #1

Guess the question 



Aims
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To get used to listening to your partner

To practice formulating questions (First Collaborative
task)

To practice answering personal information questions

Possible functions: provide personal info, narrate, give
explanations, express opinions, express preferences, 
indicate attitude. 



Personal information questions
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We’ll need some practice! 
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We’ll need some practice!
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Guess the question
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What about…question sheets?
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Pupil A has five questions and answers them to pupil B

Pupil B has five questions and answers them to pupil A 

Pupil A works out pupil B’s questions and vice-versa



Let’s have a go! 
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Pupil A

Why are you learning
English?

Do you recycle at home? 
Why? Why not?

Are you going to do 
anything special at the
weekend?

Tell us about a festival or
celebration in Spain.

Do you prefer to spend time 
on your own or with people?

Pupil B

If you could have any job, 
what would it be?

Tell us about a film you
really like

Will English be useful to you
in the future?

What is there to do at the
weekends in your area?

What do you do to help the
environment?



Question sheets
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*Could also do as a mingle – each pupil takes a 
question out of the box, pairs up, swaps questions and 
finds a new partner

*Make easier / harder – choose questions from a list / 
can’t use question words in answer



Other ‘guess the question’ ideas
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When was
the picture

taken?

Where were
you?

Who did you
go with?

What did you
do there?

What river is
that?



Another point on ‘Getting them
to listen’
What did you do at the weekend?

Set a task!
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Inspiration for questions
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http://iteslj.org/questions/

https://www.eslconversationquestions.com/
english-conversation-questions/topics/

http://iteslj.org/questions/
https://www.eslconversationquestions.com/english-conversation-questions/topics/


Aims
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To get used to listening to your partner

To practice formulating questions (First Collaborative
task)

To practice answering personal information questions

Possible functions: provide personal info, narrate, give
explanations, express opinions, express preferences, 
indicate attitude. 



Practical idea #2

Keep the turn



Aims
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To build fluency

To develop intensive listening skills

To link your speech to your partner’s (interaction)

To practice interrupting appropriately

Possible functions: complaining, suggesting, 
persuading, describing, change the topic of an
interaction



Role play
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What do you think might be on the other role card? 
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Blocking
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Let’s have a go! 
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Four volunteers! 
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Apologise for

Your behaviour last night
Your level of English



Keep the turn! 
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It’s interesting you mention that, because…
It’s funny you should say that, because…
Can I just say something here?
Can I stop you there for a moment?
Can I just butt in for a second?
Can I just mention something?
Can I just add something here?
Do you mind if I come in here?
Before you move on, I’d like to say something.
Before you go on, I’d like to say something.
Excuse me for interrupting but……
Excuse me for butting in but…..
Sorry for interrupting but….
Just a moment, I’d like to….
If I could just come in here. I think….



Keep the turn! 
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CARD A
COMPLAIN ABOUT

The price of fish
The weather

CARD B
SUGGEST

Somewhere to go for dinner
Ways to help the environment

CARD C
PERSUADE 

Trump is the best president
Barcelona is the best city

CARD D
DESCRIBE 

Your house
Your best friend



Aims
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To build fluency

To develop intensive listening skills

To link your speech to your partner’s (interaction)

To practice interrupting appropriately

Possible functions: complaining, suggesting, 
persuading, describing, change the topic of an
interaction



Speaking

Forced output



Aims
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To build the functional language necessary for
interaction, discussion and turn-taking. 

To listen for individual words / phrases

Possible functions: make comparisons, give
explanations, present an argument, express opinions, 
justify opinions, speculate, make suggestions, draw
conclusions, express agreement, express
disagreement, question assertions made by other
speakers, attempt to persuade others…



Our exam task
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Word grab
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Credit: JJ Wilson ‘How to teach listening’

Track 10 Unit 02 Speaking Activity 2.mp3
Track 10 Unit 02 Speaking Activity 2.mp3


Next stage: classify
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I think
Yes, that’s very true
But don’t you think…
I suppose so, but
What’s your view on…?
I see what you mean



Express 

opinion

Agree Partially

agree

Disagree

gently

Ask

opinion

I think Yes, 
that’s
very true

I see
what you
mean

I suppose
so, but

But don’t
you think

What’s
your view
on…? 
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Next stage: classify



Express 

opinion

Agree Partially

agree

Disagree

gently

Ask

opinion

I think

I believe

In my
view

Yes, 
that’s
very true

I see
what you
mean

I suppose
so, but

I see
what you
mean, 
but

But don’t
you think

I’m not
sure
about
that

What’s
your view
on…? 

Do you
agree?
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Next stage: add to



Disappearing dialogue
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I think the relationship with a twin sister would be very
important because you would probably be very close and 
tell her stuff you wouldn’t tell other people.

Yes, that’s very true. Even if I argue with my brother, we’re
still very close. But don’t you think grandparents have a big
influence on your life too?

I suppose so, but it depends how often you see them. I 
didn’t see mine very often. What about you?

I didn’t see mine much, but they were very patient and kind
and I learned from them. What’s your view on the father / 
son relationship? 



Disappearing dialogue
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I think the relationship with a twin sister would be very
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still very close. But don’t you think grandparents have a big
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I didn’t see mine much, but they were very patient and kind
and I learned from them. What’s your view on the father / 
son relationship? 



Disappearing dialogue
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I think the relationship with a twin sister would be very
important because you would probably be very close and 
tell her stuff you wouldn’t tell other people.

Yes, that’s very true. Even if I argue with my brother, we’re
still very close. But don’t you think grandparents have a big
influence on your life too?

I suppose so, but it depends how often you see them. I 
didn’t see mine very often. What about you?

I didn’t see mine much, but they were very patient and kind
and I learned from them. What’s your view on the father / 
son relationship? 



Useful functional language
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I think the relationship with a twin sister would be very
important because you would probably be very close and 
tell her stuff you wouldn’t tell other people.

Yes, that’s very true. Even if I argue with my brother, we’re
still very close. But don’t you think grandparents have a big
influence on your life too?

I suppose so, but it depends how often you see them. I 
didn’t see mine very often. What about you?

I didn’t see mine much, but they were very patient and kind
and I learned from them. What’s your view on the father / 
son relationship? 



Topic vocab, collocations, prepositions…
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I think the relationship with a twin sister would be very
important because you would probably be very close and 
tell her stuff you wouldn’t tell other people.

Yes, that’s very true. Even if I argue with my brother, we’re
still very close. But don’t you think grandparents have a big
influence on your life too?

I suppose so, but it depends how often you see them. I 
didn’t see mine very often. What about you?

I didn’t see mine much, but they were very patient and kind
and I learned from them. What’s your view on the father / 
son relationship? 



Let’s have a go! 
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You’ve been working hard and are planning
a day out with your teaching colleagues. 
Talk about the five places you could go and 
decide which one is the best option. 
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I think

In my
opinion, 

If you ask
me,

I feel
strongly
that

As I see it, 

What do 
you think?
Do you
agree with
me?
What 
about you?

What’s your
opinion about 
that?

How do you
see it?

Absolutely!
You might be 
right
You’ve got a 
point there

I couldn’t
agree with you
more

I agree with
you

Yeah, but what
about…
You’re joking!

I don’t think so
I can’t agree
with you about 
that

I don’t agree
with you

How about? Why don’t 
we…

We couldIt’d be a good 
idea to…



Next level
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How do you
_____it?



Or…
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Agree

Agree

Suggest

Suggest



Aims
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To build the functional language necessary for
interaction, discussion and turn-taking. 

To listen for individual words / phrases

Possible functions: make comparisons, give
explanations, present an argument, express opinions, 
justify opinions, speculate, make suggestions, draw
conclusions, express agreement, express
disagreement, question assertions made by other
speakers, attempt to persuade others…



Practical idea #4

Descriptive drawing 



Aims
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To practice describing and comparing pictures

To get used to listening to your partner

Possible functions: narrate, describe, make
comparisons, make comments



Descriptive drawing
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Choose one of these scenes. 
Draw a picture in one minute. 
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A park scene
A restaurant scene
A beach scene
A school scene
An airport scene



Describe your picture to your
partner in one minute 

Your partner draws the picture
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Compare your pictures
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Swap
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Aims
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To practice describing and comparing pictures

To get used to listening to your partner

Possible functions: narrate, describe, make
comparisons, make comments



We hope you enjoyed your meal
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Assessing speaking: challenges

Assessing speaking: know your exams

Practical activities to develop the skills
our students need
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Thank You!

Any Questions?
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Mail: brian.engquist@pearson.com
Twitter: @BrianEngquist1
Blog: http://eltlearningjourneys.com/
Web: www.pearsonelt.es

mailto:brian.engquist@pearson.com
http://eltlearningjourneys.com/
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